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BACKGROUND

1. Field of the Disclosure

[0002] The present invention relates to learning and processing spatial patterns and

temporal sequences in a temporal memory system, and more specifically to using a sparse

distributed representation to learn and process spatial patterns and temporal sequences in a

temporal memory system.

2 . Description of the Related Arts

[0003] Hierarchical Temporal Memory (HTM) systems represent a new approach to

machine intelligence. In an HTM system, training data comprising temporal sequences

and/or spatial patterns are presented to a network of nodes. The HTM network then builds a

model of the statistical structure inherent to the spatial patterns and temporal sequences in the

training data, and thereby learns the underlying 'causes' of the temporal sequences of patterns

and sequences in the training data. The hierarchical structures of the HTM system allow

them to build models of very high dimensional input spaces using reasonable amounts of

memory and processing capacity.



[0004] The training process of the HTM system is largely a form of unsupervised

machine learning. During a training process, one or more processing nodes of the HTM

system form relationships between temporal sequences and/or spatial patterns present in

training input and their associated causes or events. During the learning process, indexes

indicative of the cause or events corresponding to the training input may be presented to the

HTM system to allow the HTM system to associate particular categories, causes or events

with the training input.

[0005] Once an HTM system has built a model of a particular input space, it can

perform inference or prediction. To perform inference or prediction, novel input including

temporal sequences or spatial patterns are presented to the HTM system. During the

inference stage, each node in the HTM system produces an output that is more invariant and

temporally stable than its input. That is, the output from a node in the HTM system is more

abstract and invariant compared to its input. At its highest node, the HTM system will

generate an output indicative of the underlying cause or event associated with the novel input.

SUMMARY

[0006] Embodiments relate to a processing node for learning and storing temporal

sequences of spatial patterns in an input signal. The processing node may learn and store

relationships between spatial patterns or temporal sequences of spatial patterns. The learning

and storing of relationships or temporal sequences are performed autonomously in a manner

that is robust against noise in the input signal. Based on the stored relationships, the

processing node may process a subsequent input signal and generate an output that may

represent prediction, identity of sequences of spatial patterns or other useful information.

[0007] In one embodiment, the processing node may learn temporal sequences of

different lengths. The processing node may also learn temporal sequences while performing

inference, prediction or other processing based on the stored relationships or temporal

sequences.

[0008] In one embodiment, the processing system includes a spatial pooler that

generates a spatial pooler signal representing similarity between received spatial patterns in

the input signal and stored co-occurrence patterns. The spatial patterns may be represented

by a combination of elements that are active or inactive. The spatial pooler determines the

extent to which each co-occurrence pattern overlaps with active elements in the input signal,

chooses a subset of co-occurrence patterns that match closely with the active elements, and

generates the spatial pooler signal in sparse distributed representation to indicate which stored

co-occurrence patterns closely match spatial patterns in the input signal.



[0009] In one embodiment, the spatial pooler includes a plurality of co-occurrence

detectors. Each co-occurrence detector detects a spatial pattern in the input signal and

produces a score representing how close the spatial pattern matches a stored co-occurrence

pattern. Based on scores produced by the co-occurrence detectors, the spatial pooler selects

co-occurrence detectors. The spatial pooler signal indicates which co-occurrence detectors

are selected.

[0010] In one embodiment, distances are set between the co-occurrence detectors. The

spatial pooler enforces local inhibition of selection co-occurrence detectors that are within a

predetermined distance from a selected co-occurrence detector. Alternatively, the spatial

pooler uses a global inhibition function to select a set of co-occurrence detectors that most

closely match the spatial patterns.

[0011] In one embodiment, the processing node includes a sequence processor

receiving and processing the signal from the spatial pooler to learn, recognize and predict

temporal sequences in the input signal. The sequence processor includes one or more

columns, each column including one or more cells. A subset of columns may be selected by

the spatial pooler signal, causing one or more cells in these columns to activate. When a cell

activates, activation states of some other cells in the same node and/or level are detected and

stored. By collectively storing the cell activation states in different cells, the sequence

processor may store temporal sequences in the input signal.

[0012] In one embodiment, each cell includes one or more temporal memory segments.

Different temporal memory segments in the cell store different cell activation states at

different times. The sequence processor may activate a cell when the activation states of

other cells correspond to cell activation states stored in a temporal memory segment of the

cell.

[0013] In one embodiment, the sequence processor outputs an output signal

representing currently activated cells in the processing node. The output signal may be fed to

a spatial pooler of a parent processing mode in a hierarchy of processing nodes.

[0014] The features and advantages described in the specification are not all inclusive

and, in particular, many additional features and advantages will be apparent to one of

ordinary skill in the art in view of the drawings and specification. Moreover, it should be

noted that the language used in the specification has been principally selected for readability

and instructional purposes, and may not have been selected to delineate or circumscribe the

inventive subject matter.



BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0015] The teachings of the embodiments of the present invention can be readily

understood by considering the following detailed description in conjunction with the

accompanying drawings.

[0016] Figure (FIG.) 1A is a conceptual diagram of a single processing node in a non-

hierarchical system, according to one embodiment.

[0017] FIG. IB is a conceptual diagram illustrating a Hierarchical Temporal Memory

(HTM) system including three layers of processing nodes, according to one embodiment.

[0018] FIG. 2 is a conceptual diagram illustrating an HTM system with multiple

processing nodes at lower levels, according to one embodiment.

[0019] FIG. 3 is a block diagram illustrating a processing node of an HTM system,

according to one embodiment.

[0020] FIG. 4 is a flowchart illustrating an overall process in a processing node of an

HTM system, according to one embodiment.

[0021] FIG. 5A is a diagram illustrating matching co-occurrences for a sensory input,

according to one embodiment.

[0022] FIG. 5B is a flowchart illustrating a method of performing spatial pooling in a

processing node, according to one embodiment.

[0023] FIG. 6 is a block diagram illustrating a sequence processor in a processing node,

according to one embodiment.

[0024] FIG. 7 is a diagram illustrating the structure of columns and output signals from

cells, according to one embodiment.

[0025] FIG. 8A is a conceptual diagram illustrating the operation of a cell, according to

one embodiment.

[0026] FIG. 8B is a diagram illustrating operation of an activation window, according

to one embodiment.

[0027] FIG. 8C is a conceptual diagram illustrating a cell storing two tables for

temporal memory segments, according to one embodiment.

[0028] FIG. 8D is a conceptual diagram illustrating a cell storing a single table for

storing all temporal memory segments, according to one embodiment.

[0029] FIG. 9 is a block diagram illustrating a cell, according to one embodiment.

[0030] FIG. 10 is a flowchart illustrating the process of performing temporal

processing, according to one embodiment.



[0031] FIG. 11 is a flowchart illustrating the process of generating sequence outputs in

more detail, according to one embodiment.

[0032] FIG. 12A is a flowchart illustrating the process of learning connections between

cell activation states upon activation by a column activation signal, according to one

embodiment.

[0033] FIG. 1 B is a conceptual diagram illustrating learning of cell activation states at

a cell upon activation by a column activation signal, according to one embodiment.

[0034] FIG. 13 is a flowchart illustrating the process of learning connections between

cell activation states at a cell, according to one embodiment.

[0035] FIG. 14A is a graph illustrating cell activation states of cells in a node before

temporal processing, according to one embodiment.

[0036] FIG. 14B is a graph illustrating cell activation states of the cells in the node after

temporal processing, according to one embodiment.

[0037] FIG. 15A is example cell activation signals provided to a sequence processor,

according to one embodiment.

[0038] FIG. 15B is a diagram illustrating the identification of columns and cells,

according to one embodiment.

[0039] FIGS. 16A through 20D are diagrams illustrating an example process of

learning cell activation states and performing inference, according to one embodiment.

[0040] FIG. 2 1A is a diagram illustrating placing of input space blocks for image

recognition, according to one embodiment.

[0041] FIG. 2IB is a diagram illustrating master co-occurrences according to one

embodiment.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[0042] In the following description of embodiments, numerous specific details are set

forth in order to provide more thorough understanding. However, note that the present

invention may be practiced without one or more of these specific details. In other instances,

well-known features have not been described in detail to avoid unnecessarily complicating

the description.

[0043] A preferred embodiment is now described with reference to the figures where

like reference numbers indicate identical or functionally similar elements. Also in the

figures, the left most digits of each reference number corresponds to the figure in which the

reference number is first used.



[0044] Reference in the specification to "one embodiment" or to "an embodiment"

means that a particular feature, structure, or characteristic described in connection with the

embodiments is included in at least one embodiment. The appearances of the phrase "in one

embodiment" in various places in the specification are not necessarily all referring to the

same embodiment.

[0045] Some portions of the detailed description that follows are presented in terms of

algorithms and symbolic representations of operations on data bits within a computer

memory. These algorithmic descriptions and representations are the means used by those

skilled in the data processing arts to most effectively convey the substance of their work to

others skilled in the art. An algorithm is here, and generally, conceived to be a self-consistent

sequence of steps (instructions) leading to a desired result. The steps are those requiring

physical manipulations of physical quantities. Usually, though not necessarily, these

quantities take the form of electrical, magnetic or optical signals capable of being stored,

transferred, combined, compared and otherwise manipulated. It is convenient at times,

principally for reasons of common usage, to refer to these signals as bits, values, elements,

symbols, characters, terms, numbers, or the like. Furthermore, it is also convenient at times,

to refer to certain arrangements of steps requiring physical manipulations of physical

quantities as modules or code devices, without loss of generality.

[0046] However, all of these and similar terms are to be associated with the appropriate

physical quantities and are merely convenient labels applied to these quantities. Unless

specifically stated otherwise as apparent from the following discussion, it is appreciated that

throughout the description, discussions utilizing terms such as "processing" or "computing"

or "calculating" or "determining" or "displaying" or "determining" or the like, refer to the

action and processes of a computer system, or similar electronic computing device, that

manipulates and transforms data represented as physical (electronic) quantities within the

computer system memories or registers or other such information storage, transmission or

display devices.

[0047] Certain aspects of the embodiments include process steps and instructions

described herein in the form of an algorithm. It should be noted that the process steps and

instructions of the embodiments could be embodied in software, firmware or hardware, and

when embodied in software, could be downloaded to reside on and be operated from different

platforms used by a variety of operating systems.

[0048] Embodiments also relate to an apparatus for performing the operations herein.

This apparatus may be specially constructed for the required purposes, or it may comprise a



general-purpose computer selectively activated or reconfigured by a computer program stored

in the computer. Such a computer program may be stored in a computer readable storage

medium, such as, but is not limited to, any type of disk including floppy disks, optical disks,

CD-ROMs, magnetic-optical disks, read-only memories (ROMs), random access memories

(RAMs), EPROMs, EEPROMs, magnetic or optical cards, application specific integrated

circuits (ASICs), or any type of media suitable for storing electronic instructions, and each

coupled to a computer system bus. Furthermore, the computers referred to in the

specification may include a single processor or may be architectures employing multiple

processor designs for increased computing capability.

[0049] The algorithms and displays presented herein are not inherently related to any

particular computer or other apparatus. Various general-purpose systems may also be used

with programs in accordance with the teachings herein, or it may prove convenient to

construct more specialized apparatus to perform the required method steps. The required

structure for a variety of these systems will appear from the description below. In addition,

embodiments are not described with reference to any particular programming language. It

will be appreciated that a variety of programming languages may be used to implement the

teachings as described herein, and any references below to specific languages are provided

for disclosure of enablement and best mode of the embodiments.

[0050] In addition, the language used in the specification has been principally selected

for readability and instructional purposes, and may not have been selected to delineate or

circumscribe the inventive subject matter. Accordingly, the disclosure set forth herein is

intended to be illustrative, but not limiting, of the scope, which is set forth in the claims.

[0051] Embodiments relate to a processing node for detecting, learning and predicting

spatial patterns and temporal sequences of such spatial patterns by representing detected

spatial patterns in sparse distributed representation. The sparse distributed representation

enables abstraction and generalization of spatial patterns as well as reducing memory

requirements for detecting a large number of spatial patterns. Temporal sequences of the

detected spatial patterns are learned by storing temporal relationships of the detected spatial

patterns. The temporal relationships may be stored in cells that are organized into columns.

Architecture of Temporal Memory System

[0052] A temporal memory system stores temporal relationships in sequences of spatial

patterns and generates useful information based on the stored relationships. The useful

information may include, for example, prediction of spatial patterns to be received,

identification of spatial patterns or a higher level cause associated with the spatial patterns in



input data. The temporal memory system may be of a non-hierarchical structure or be of a

hierarchical structure.

[0053] FIG. 1A is a conceptual diagram of a single processing node 104 in a non-

hierarchical system. The processing node 104 receives input data, processes temporal

sequences in the input data and generates an output. The output of the processing node 104 is

based on the temporal relationships between spatial patterns. For example, the output may

indicate prediction on what spatial patterns are to follow or indicate how well the prediction

matched a subsequent spatial pattern in the input data.

[0054] FIG. IB is a conceptual diagram of processing nodes organized in a hierarchical

manner. Such hierarchically structured temporal memory system is referred to as a

Hierarchical Temporal Memory (HTM) system. In an HTM system, multiple processing

nodes learn, predict and infer input at different levels of abstraction. An example HTM

system 100 of FIG. IB comprises three levels where each level LI, L2 and L3 includes one

processing node 110, 120 and 130, respectively. HTM system 100 has three levels LI, L2,

L3, with level LI being the lowest level, level L3 being the highest level, and level L2 being

an intermediate level between levels L I and L3. Processing node 110 at the lowest level LI

receives a sensed input that changes over time. Processing node 110 processes the sensed

input and outputs a signal that is fed to its parent node 120 at level L2. Processing node 120

at level L2 in turn processes the signal from processing node 120 and outputs a signal to

processing node 130 at the highest level L3. Processing node 1 0 outputs a signal that

represents likely causes or events associated with the input data.

[0055] Each processing node 110, 120, 130 may perform spatial pooling and/or

temporal processing, as described below in detail with reference to FIG. 4. As a result, the

output signals from each processing node 110, 120, 130 are more abstract or invariant over

time compared to their input signals. In one embodiment, the top node 130 generates a final

output of HTM system 100 that is of the highest abstraction (e.g., likely causes or events)

among the outputs generated in HTM system 100. The final output may include distributions

indicating likelihood that certain causes or events are associated with the sensed input.

[0056] Some of many functions performed by a processing node include, for example,

spatial pooling and temporal processing. The spatial pooling herein refers to the process of

mapping a set of distinct but similar spatial patterns into a spatial co-occurrence. The

temporal processing may include, but is not limited to, learning temporal sequences,

performing inference, recognizing temporal sequences, predicting temporal sequences,

labeling temporal sequences and temporal pooling. The learning of temporal sequences



herein refers to one or more of initializing, expanding, contracting, merging and splitting

temporal sequences. The prediction herein refers to assessing likelihood that certain spatial

patterns will appear subsequently in the input data. The temporal pooling herein refers to

processing input data to provide an output that is more stable and invariable over time

compared to spatial patterns in the input data. Hardware, software, firmware or a

combination thereof for performing the spatial pooling is hereinafter referred to as a spatial

pooler. Hardware, software, firmware or a combination thereof for performing the temporal

processing is hereinafter referred to as a sequence processor. The sequence processor may

perform one or more of learning temporal sequences, performing inference, recognizing

temporal sequences, predicting temporal sequences, labeling temporal sequences and

temporal pooling.

[0057] In one embodiment, a processing node includes only a sequence processor or the

spatial pooler. For example, nodes at the first level of the HTM system may consist of

processing nodes having only spatial poolers, and the nodes at the second level of the HTM

system may consist of processing nodes having only sequence processors. Processing nodes

performing other functions (e.g., filtering) may also be placed within the HTM system.

Alternatively, a processing node may include two or more levels of interconnected sequence

processors or spatial poolers.

[0058] The processing nodes of the HTM system may be arranged so that the number

of processing nodes decreases as level increases. FIG. 2 is a diagram illustrating HTM

system 200 having three levels LI, L2, L3, with level LI being the lowest level, level L3

being the highest level, and level L2 being an intermediate level between levels LI and L3.

HTM system 200 is hierarchically structured so that the processing nodes cover a larger input

space as the level ascends. Level L I has nodes 2 1OA, 2 10B, 2 IOC and 210D; level L2 has

nodes 220A and 220B; and level L3 has node 230. Nodes 210A, 210B, 210C, 210D, 220A,

220B, and 230 are hierarchically connected in a tree-like structure such that each processing

node has several children nodes (that is, nodes connected at a lower level) and one parent

node (that is, node connected at a higher level).

[0059] Further, HTM system 200 propagates bottom-up signals up the hierarchy as well

as propagates top-down signals down the hierarchy. That is, each processing node 2 1OA,

210B, 210C, 210D, 220A, 220B, and 230 may be arranged to (i) propagate information up

the HTM hierarchy to a connected parent node, and (ii) propagate information down the

HTM hierarchy to any connected children nodes.



[0060] The number of levels or arrangement of processing modes in FIGS. 1 and 2 are

merely illustrative. Many variants of HTM system may be developed and deployed

depending on the specific application. For example, the number of levels may be increased

to provide different levels of abstraction/invariance or to accommodate different types of

sensed inputs (e.g., visual data and audio data). Further, a parent node may also receive

partially overlapping bottom-up signals from multiple children nodes. An external

supervision signal may also be fed to each of the processing nodes to enhance spatial and/or

temporal processing performance.

[0061] In one embodiment, one or more nodes of the temporal memory system receives

sensed inputs representing images, videos, audio signals, sensor signals, data related to

network traffic, financial transaction data, communication signals (e.g., emails, text messages

and instant messages), documents, insurance records, biometric information, parameters for

manufacturing process (e.g., semiconductor fabrication parameters), inventory patterns,

energy or power usage patterns, data representing genes, results of scientific experiments or

parameters associated with operation of a machine (e.g., vehicle operation) and medical

treatment data. The temporal memory system may process such inputs and produce an output

representing, among others, identification of objects shown in an image, identification of

recognized gestures, classification of digital images as pornographic or non-pornographic,

identification of email messages as unsolicited bulk email ('spam') or legitimate email ('non-

spam'), prediction of a trend in financial market, prediction of failures in a large-scale power

system, identification of a speaker in an audio recording, classification of loan applicants as

good or bad credit risks, identification of network traffic as malicious or benign, identity of a

person appearing in the image, processed natural language processing, weather forecast

results, patterns of a person's behavior, control signals for machines (e.g., automatic vehicle

navigation), gene expression and protein interactions, analytic information on access to

resources on a network, parameters for optimizing a manufacturing process, predicted

inventory, predicted energy usage in a building or facility, web analytics (e.g., predicting

which link or advertisement that users are likely to click), identification of anomalous

patterns in insurance records, prediction on results of experiments, indication of illness that a

person is likely to experience, selection of contents that may be of interest to a user,

indication on prediction of a person's behavior (e.g., ticket purchase, no-show behavior),

prediction on election, prediction/detection of adverse events, a string of texts in the image,

indication representing topic in text, and a summary of text or prediction on reaction to



medical treatments. The underlying representation (e.g., photo, audio and etc.) can be stored

in a non-transitory storage medium.

Structure of Example Processing Node and Overall Process

[0062] FIG. 3 is a block diagram illustrating processing node 300 in a temporal

memory system, according to one embodiment. The processing node 300 may be a stand

alone node for operating without other processing nodes. Alternatively, the processing node

300 may be part of a hierarchy of processing nodes, for example, as described above in detail

with reference to FIGS. 1 and 2 . Processing node 300 may include, among other

components, sequence processor 314 and spatial pooler 320. Spatial pooler 320 receives

bottom-up input 328, performs spatial pooling, and sends sparse vector 342 in a sparse

distributed representation to sequence processor 314. The sparse vector 342 includes

information about patterns detected in the bottom-up input 328. For a processing node at the

lowest level, the bottom-up input 328 may be sensed input. For processing nodes at

intermediate and top levels, the bottom-up input 328 may be a bottom-up output from a child

node or children nodes. The spatial pooling is described below in detail with reference to

FIG. 5B.

[0063] Sequence processor 314 receives sparse vector 342, performs temporal

processing and generates bottom-up output 324. The bottom-up output 324 represents

information on temporal sequences detected or predicted in the spatial patterns of the bottom-

up input 328. The temporal processing is described below in detail with reference to FIG. 10.

Bottom-up output 324 is fed to a parent node, which may have a similar or the same structure

as processing node 300.

[0064] FIG. 4 is a flowchart illustrating an overall process at processing node 300,

according to one embodiment. Spatial pooler 320 receives 412 bottom-up input 328. Then

spatial pooler 320 performs 416 spatial pooling for co-occurrences detected in bottom-up

input 328, as described below in detail with reference to FIG. 5A. As a result, spatial pooler

342 generates sparse vector 342 that is sent to sequence processor 314.

[0065] Sequence processor 314 receives sparse vector 342 and performs 420 temporal

processing based on spatially pooled co-occurrences, as described below in detail with

reference to FIG. 10. Sequence processor 314 then generates 424 bottom-up output 324 that

is sent to a parent node.

[0066] The process described in FIG. 4 is merely illustrative. Various additional steps

may be added, and certain steps may be omitted from the step depending on the structure and

function of the processing nodes.



Spatial Pooling Using Local Inhibition

[0067] Spatial pooler 320 performs spatial pooling by producing sparse vector 342 in

sparse distributed representation. In sparse distributed representation, a number of elements

in the sparse vector 342 are inactive (e.g., assigned a value of zero) while the remaining

elements are active (e.g., assigned a value of one). For example, sparse vector 342 may have

approximately 10% of its elements active while approximately 90% of its elements are

inactive. The percentage of active elements may be fixed (i.e., fixed-sparsity representation)

or the percentage of active elements may change over time.

[0068] Distinct spatial patterns may be represented in various representation forms such

as fully distributed representation, sparse distributed representation and sparse place code

(also known as "grandmother code"). When the same number of bits is used, fully

distributed representation can represent the largest number of spatial patterns, followed by

sparse distributed representation. A sparse place code can represent the least number of

patterns. For example, when using 500 bits, a fully distributed representation is capable of

representing 2500 (approximately 3.27 x 10 150) different spatial patterns sparse distributed

representation with same number of bits and 450 inactive elements, for example, is capable of

representing the number of ways 50 elements can be selected from a total of 500

(approximately 2.31 x 1069) different patterns. With 500 bits, a sparse place code can

represent only 500 spatial patterns.

[0069] Although sparse distributed representations can represent a limited number of

spatial patterns compared to fully distributed representations, sparse distributed

representations can still represent a large number of distinct spatial patterns as long as the

vector has a sufficient portions of elements (e.g., above 200 elements) and certain portion of

inactive (or active) elements (e.g., 1 to 10%>). Further, representing sparse distributed

representation has numerous advantages that are beneficial to spatial pooling.

[0070] One of such numerous advantages is that sparse distributed representations

allow effective identification of similar or common spatial patterns. Vectors of spatial

patterns in sparse distributed representations are likely to have a small number of shared bits

that depends on the size of the vector and the number of active elements. For example, in the

case of using a 500 bit vector with 450 inactive elements, different spatial patterns overlap by

about 5 bits. The number of overlapping bits in two sparse distributed representation vectors

is correlated with shared commonality (e.g., shared characteristics or meaning) between the

spatial patterns corresponding to the sparse distributed representation vectors. That is, the

increased number of overlapping bits (even small increase) in the vectors in sparse distributed



representation indicates that the spatial patterns corresponding to the spatial patterns are more

likely to share some characteristics or meaning. Hence, a processing node can effectively

identify similarity or commonality between spatial patterns by comparing the overlap in bits

of vectors in sparse distributed representation.

[0071] The capability of sparse distributed representations to represent similarity or

commonality in characteristics or meaning via shared active elements also affords the

processing node capability to generalize to new spatial patterns. Learning in sparse

distributed representations occurs mostly at the level of active elements, which are shared

among different representations. Therefore after sufficient learning on a diverse set of

patterns, all the elements will have been undergone learning. A novel set of inputs will be

represented by a set of elements that are shared with the previous learning patterns. The novel

patterns will inherit this learning. Hence, a temporal memory system can take advantage of

sparse distributed representation to represent similarity or commonality between the spatial

patterns to anticipate or predict spatial patterns that the temporal memory system was not

previously exposed to.

[0072] Another advantage of the sparse distributed representation is that it affords

robust performance against noise in inputs and processing. Because all representations are

composed of many active elements and because each active element is linked to only a small

subset of the other elements, substantial errors and noise can be introduced which affects only

a small portion of the representation. Therefore, a processing node using vectors in sparse

distributed representations tends to show superior performance for noisy inputs and errors in

processing.

[0073] Vectors in sparse distributed representations are also advantageous because they

allow scalar values to be represented in a set of binary values that are amenable to processing

by the temporal memory system.

[0074] The size of vector and the number of active elements in sparse distributed

representations should be configured to take advantage of such advantageous characteristics

of sparse distributed representations. If the size of a vector in sparse distributed

representation is too small, only a small number of spatial patterns can be represented by the

vector. The size of the vector for representing the spatial patterns in a temporal memory

system is preferably larger than 100 bits, and more preferably larger than 200 bits. The size

of the vector should not be too large because the increased size of vector requires additional

more memory and computation capacity. The upper limit of the vector size depends on the

number of spatial patterns and the application. In the example of visual recognition, the



vector is preferably smaller than 20Kbits and more preferably smaller than lOKbits. The size

of vector is not restrictive, and vectors smaller than 100 bits or 200 bits or larger than lOKbits

or 20Kbits can also be used.

[0075] Desirable percentage of active (or inactive) elements in the vector (i.e., the

density) depends on many factors. Generally, the percentage of active (or inactive) elements

is preferably in the range between 1% to 50%, and more preferably in the range between 1%

and 10%. The percentage of active (or inactive) elements is not restrictive; and, active (or

inactive) elements may take up less than 1% or more than 10%.

[0076] Spatial pooling is the process of grouping similar spatial patterns and

representing these spatial patterns using a single vector. Taking an example of processing

input data for 100 x 100 input space (i.e., 10,000 elements), the total number of unique spatial

patterns is 210 '000 . Assume that each element of the input data is binary (i.e., zero or one). If

a 500 bit vector in sparse distributed representation with 450 inactive elements (10% density)

are used to represent all spatial patterns from such input space, different spatial patterns must

be assigned to the same vector because 210 '000 (equals 8.23 x 10 180) is larger than the number

of ways 50 elements can be selected from a total of 500 (2.3 1 x 1069) . In this example, the

spatial pooling is the process of representing 210 ' 0 possible spatial patterns by a smaller

number of groups (equal or less than the number of ways 50 elements can be selected from a

total of 500) of spatial patterns.

[0077] Referring to FIG. 3, spatial pooler 320 includes, among other components, a

sparsity generator 318 and a plurality of co-occurrence detectors (CDs) 1 through Z . CDs

detect co-occurrences in bottom-up input 328, and generate match scores 336. Match scores

336 indicate the degree of match between a spatial pattern of the bottom-up input 328 and a

co-occurrence pattern associated with each CD. In one embodiment, a higher match score

indicates more overlap between bottom-up input 328 and the associated co-occurrence

pattern of each CD. The match scores 336 are provided to sparsity generator 318. In

response, sparsity generator 318 generates sparse vector 342 in sparse distributed

representation.

[0078] In one embodiment, each CD is mapped to a subset of elements in the bottom-

up input 328 within predefined input space. As illustrated in FIG. 3 by lines extending from

CD 1 to a subset of arrows of bottom-up input 328, CD 1 is mapped to receive a subset 332A

of elements of the bottom-up input 328 within input space IS1. Similarly, CD 2 is mapped to

receive a subset of elements of the bottom-up input 328 within input space IS2. Although



illustrated in FIG. 3 as one-dimension for the sake of simplification, the input space (e.g.,

IS1 , IS2) may consist of two or more dimensions.

[0079] The input space of each CD may be mutually exclusive or may partially overlap.

Also, each CD may be mapped to receive the same number of input elements or a different

number of input elements. Each input element could be binary or contain scalar values. In

one embodiment, CDs are arranged to have topological relationships to their input space. For

example, adjacent CDs cover adjacent portions of input space.

[0080] FIG. 5A is a diagram illustrating matching co-occurrences for sensed input,

according to one embodiment. In this example, processing node 300 receives spatial patterns

corresponding to images of various objects or features. The entire sensory input space is 100

x 100 pixels, and consists of four blocks, each having 50 x 50 pixels. Each pixel has a binary

value of one or zero. CD 1 is mapped to receive input for elements represented by small

diagonally hashed boxes (a total of 10 boxes) sampled from a top left input space block. CD

2 is mapped to receive input for elements represented by small white boxes (a total of 10

boxes) sampled from a top right input space block. CD 3 is mapped to receive input for

elements represented by small diagonally hashed boxes (a total of 10 boxes) sampled from a

bottom left input space block. CD 4 is mapped to receive input for elements sampled

represented by small horizontally hashed boxes (a total of 10 boxes) from a bottom right

input space block. For a spatial pattern (black lines) in FIG. 5A, seven elements mapped to

CD 1 are active, nine elements mapped to CD 2 are active, four elements mapped to CD 3 are

active and four elements mapped to CD 4 are active. Hence, the match scores for CD 1, CD

2, CD 3 and CD 4 are assigned, 7, 9, 4 and 4, respectively.

[0081] FIG. 5A illustrates an example where at least CD 1 and CD 2 are trained or

conditioned to recognize certain features of a spatial pattern. CD 1 is trained or conditioned

to detect a diagonal line feature (hence, input elements mapped to CD 1 are arranged in

diagonal direction), and CD 2 is trained or conditioned to detect horizontal line feature

(hence, input elements mapped to CD 2 are arranged in horizontal direction). CD 3 and CD 4

are each mapped to a random pattern.

[0082] Referring back to FIG. 3, sparsity generator 318 collects the match scores 336

from the CDs, selects a number of CDs satisfying conditions based on their match scores and

match scores of nearby CDs to generate sparse vector 342. In one embodiment, when a CD

becomes dominant (i.e., the CD has a high match score), the CD inhibits selection of other

CDs within a predetermined range (hereinafter referred to as "an inhibition range"). The

inhibition range may extend only to CDs immediately adjacent to the dominant CD or may



extend to CDs that are separated from the dominant CD by a predetermined distance.

Alternatively, sparsity generator 318 may select a subset of CDs with highest match scores

among all CDs in the processing node.

[0083] In one embodiment, the inhibition range of processing nodes increases at a

higher level of the HTM system compared to the inhibition range of processing nodes at a

lower level of the HTM system. The inhibition ranges of the processing nodes may be set so

that the densities of the sparse vectors in the processing nodes at different levels are the same

or within a predetermined range. The processing nodes at a higher level cover a larger range

of input space compared to the processing nodes at a lower level. Hence, in order to achieve

the same level of density across different levels of processing nodes, the inhibition range for

processing nodes should be increased as the level ascended in the hierarchy.

[0084] In one embodiment, a greedy winner selection algorithm is used to select the

dominant CD. In this algorithm, the CD with the highest match score is first selected. Then

CDs within the inhibition range are excluded from selection. From the remaining CDs, the

CD with the next highest match score is then selected. Again, CDs within the inhibition

range of the CD with the next highest score are excluded. The process is repeated until all

the CDs are either selected or excluded.

[0085] In one embodiment, the match scores are preprocessed before performing the

greedy winner selection algorithm. The preprocessing may be performed for various reasons,

including but not limited to: (i) remove noise, (ii) allow selection of a CD having a globally

high match score but within the inhibition range of a CD with a higher match score, (iii)

prevent or alleviate propagation of an initial condition (i.e., reduce the effect of initially

selected CD on the overall selection of the CDs), and (iv) maintain the density of vectors

within a range even over different ranges of input space.

[0086] In one embodiment, a convolution max function is used for preprocessing the

match scores. The convolution max algorithm involves computing an intermediate value y(i)

for 1th CD by the following equation:

y(i) = x(i) - max( x x 2, . . . , x„n ) Equation (1)

where x(i) represents the match score for 1th CD, and x l , x 2 , . . . , x represent match scores

of CDs in the inhibition range ofi th CD. After the processing, the greedy selection algorithm

is performed by selecting CDs with y(i) values larger than a selection threshold value. In this

example, the selection threshold value may be 0 or any other value smaller than zero. As the

selection threshold value becomes smaller, more CDs that have lower match scores than a

dominant CD and within the inhibitory range of the dominant CD are selected despite the



dominant CD. By selecting other CDs within the inhibitory range of the dominant CD, the

overall selection of CDs (as represented by sparse vector 342) becomes more stable and less

sensitive to the initial condition or changes in a small number of dominant CDs.

[0087] In an example of sparse vector 342, elements corresponding to the chosen CDs

are indicated as being active, and elements corresponding to unselected CDs are indicated as

being inactive. Assume that the spatial pooler includes 10 CDs of which the first CD and the

fourth CD were selected for high match scores. In this example, the sparse vector may be (1,

0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) where the first and fourth elements are one but other elements are zero.

The density of the spatial vector representing the ratio of selected CDs among all CDs is

governed by the inhibition range and the selection threshold value (the density of sparse

vector 342 increases as the as the percentage of selected CDs increases). As the inhibitory

range of a dominant CD increases, the density of the sparse vector 342 decreases. Further, as

the selection threshold value increases, the density of the sparse vector increases.

Conversely, as the inhibitory range of a dominant CD decreases, the density of the sparse

vector 342 increases. Also, as the selection threshold value decreases, the density of the

sparse vector 342 decreases. The combination of inhibitory range and the selection threshold

value maintains the density of sparse vector 342 within a certain range. Alternatively, a fixed

number of CDs may be selected from all CDs based on the match scores (e.g., a certain

number of CDs with highest match scores).

[0088] When a new spatial pattern is presented, the match scores from the CDs may be

updated accordingly. The updated match scores may prompt changes in sparse vector 342.

In one embodiment, sparsity generator 318 implements hysteresis by retaining a previously

chosen CD in the top CDs until a competing CD has a match score exceeding the match score

of the chosen CD by a threshold point (e.g., 20% higher points). In this way, the sparse

vector becomes more stable over time and more robust to noise.

[0089] FIG. 5B is a flowchart illustrating a method of performing spatial pooling in

processing node 300, according to one embodiment. First, the elements of bottom-up input

328 are sent 512 to CDs according to the mappings between the input elements of the bottom-

up input 328 and CDs.

[0090] Each CD then generates a match score indicating the extent to which a co

occurrence pattern associated with the CD matches the received input elements. Based on the

match scores 336 from CDs, sparsity generator 318 selects 516 CDs that have high match

scores 336. In selecting the CDs, local inhibition may be employed to partially or entirely

exclude CDs within an inhibition range of a dominant CD. As a result of the selection, a



subset of CDs is selected from the entire CDs (e.g., 50 CDs are selected from a total of 500

CDs). Sparsity generator 318 then generates 520 sparse vector 342 in sparse distributed

representation to indicate the selected CDs.

[0091] Since each sparse vector may represent one or more spatial patterns, the spatial

pooling achieves abstraction and generalization in spatial domain. Sparse vector 342 that

changes over time is then provided to sequence processor 314 to perform abstraction and

generalization in temporal domain, as described below with reference to FIG. 10.

Overview of Temporal Processing

[0092] Temporal processing includes various time-based processing of spatial patterns

such as recognizing, predicting or labeling of temporal sequences. Sequence processor 314

learns and stores transitions between spatial patterns as represented by sparse vector 342.

Based on the learned transitions, sequence processor 314 recognizes and predicts the same or

similar transitions in a new input signal. Embodiments provide a temporal processing

mechanism that takes advantage of the characteristics of sparse distributed representation

vector to learn, recognize and predict temporal sequences of spatial patterns or parts of spatial

patterns.

[0093] Sequence processor 314 may learn, store and detect temporal sequences of

different lengths (also referred to as "variable order" temporal processing). The variable

order temporal processing enables learning and detection of more temporal sequences and

enhances the predicting, inference or other capabilities of the processing node.

[0094] Sequence processor 314 may also learn, store and detect temporal sequences

while performing inference, prediction or other temporal processing (also referred to as

"online learning"). The online learning collapses a learning (or training) phase and a

temporal processing (e.g., predicting) phase into a single phase. By collapsing two distinct

phases into a single phase, sequence processor 314 can process information in a more time-

efficient manner.

[0095] FIG. 6 is a block diagram illustrating sequence processor 314, according to one

embodiment. Sequence processor 314 may include, among other components, output

generator 612, columns of cells (in dashed boxes), column managers and column activator

618. Column activator 618 receives sparse vector 342 from spatial pooler 320. In response,

column activator 618 generates column activation signals 634 indicating which columns to be

activated based on sparse vector 342.

[0096] Each column is connected to an associated column manager. The column

manager receives the column activation signal 634, determines activation states of cells in the



column (based on activation signal 642), and sends select signal 646 to activate one or more

cells in the column under certain circumstances. In one embodiment, the column manager

sends select signal 646 to one or more cells in the column if no cell in the column is currently

active. In another embodiment, the column manager sends select signal 646 to one or more

cells in the column despite the presence of other cells already active in the column. The

selected cells then learn a temporal sequence by making connections to active cells in other

columns, as described below in detail with reference to FIG. 1 A . The column manager may

select the cell to learn the connections randomly or according to a predetermined list.

[0097] The number of total columns may coincide with the total number of elements in

sparse vector 342. The column activator 618 receives sparse vector 342 and determines

which elements of sparse vector 342 are active. Then, column activator 618 sends column

activation signals 634 to corresponding columns to activate these columns.

[0098] In one embodiment, each column includes the same number (N) of cells. The

cells in the column are activated by select signal 646 or sequence outputs from other cells in

the same processing node 300 or level, as described below in detail with reference FIG. 11.

When a cell in a column becomes activated, the active cell inhibits activation of other cells in

the same column except in certain limited circumstances.

[0099] In one embodiment, each column includes a single cell. Sequence processor

314 with single-cell columns may be capable of learning first order temporal transitions. The

learning of first order temporal transitions can be useful in learning "spatial" invariances such

as translation and scale. For example, sequence processor 314 with single-cell columns is

used in identifying objects or items in a non-moving single image (referred to as 'flash

inference'). As the bottom-up input 328 or sensed input include higher orders of temporal

variances or complex transitions, sequence processor 314 with multi-cell columns tends to

show better performance compared to sequence processor 314 with single-cell columns.

Nodes at different hierarchical levels of the HTM system may employ sequence processors

314 with a different number of cells. In one embodiment, sequence processor 314 in the

lowest level nodes (e.g., node 110 of HTM system 100 in FIG. 1) include single-cell columns

while sequence processors 314 in higher level nodes (e.g., nodes 120 and 130) include multi-

cell columns.

[0100] The cells individually, or collectively as a column, send pooling output 622 to

output generator 612. In most applications, a pooling output is generated from each cell to

indicate whether the cell is active. In certain applications (e.g., flash inference), a column

generates a pooling output to indicate whether any of the cells in the column are activated. In



such application, once any cell in the column is activated, the column sends a pooling output

indicating that the column is active. Although the pooling output takes a binary value in most

cases, the pooling output may also be a non-binary value. For example, the pooling output

may have an integer or real-number value indicating the strength of cell activation.

[0101] In one embodiment, output generator 612 collects the pooling outputs 622 from

the cells or columns and concatenates these outputs into a vector. The concatenated vector

may be sent as bottom-up output 324 of sequence processor 314 to a parent processing node

for further temporal processing and/or spatial pooling. Alternatively, the concatenated vector

may be provided as an output of the temporal memory system or be further processed to

identify a higher level cause of the input signal. The output generator 612 may also function

as a buffer and synchronize signals from sibling processing nodes.

[0102] The bottom-up output 324 is also a vector in a sparse distributed representation.

The percentage of active (or inactive) elements in the bottom-up output 324 may be

approximately 10% to 50%. However, the percentage of active (or inactive) elements in the

bottom-up output 324 is not restrictive, and may be less than 10% or more than 50%.

Example Operation and Function of Cell

[0103] Sequence processor 314 performs temporal processing by selectively activating

cells (and columns), and learning previous states of cell activations. As the learning at the

cells progresses, the cells learn to anticipate spatial patterns in bottom-up input 328 and

activate before corresponding spatial patterns appear in bottom-up input 328. After learning,

the cells remain active for a longer time, producing more stable and invariant bottom-up

output 314 to a parent node.

[0104] FIG. 7 is a diagram illustrating columns and output signals from the cells,

according to one embodiment. Each circle in Figure 7 represent a cell. When each cell

becomes active, the cell sends out pooling output 622. An activated cell may also send out

sequence output 714 to other cells to indicate its activation state. A basic idea behind

implementing temporal processing is to have a learning cell, upon activation, detect

activation states of other cells and store the activation states in a "temporal memory

segment." The stored activation states may be current activation states and/or previous

activation states of other cells. A "temporal memory segment" herein refers to a data

structure for storing the activation states of other cells.

[0105] In storing the activation states, the cell selects a subset of active cells and stores

only the states of the selected cells. A large number of cells in a processing node may be

active at the same time. Therefore, large memory space may be needed to store activation



states of all activated cells in the processing node. To reduce the memory requirement, a

small number of active cells may be sub-sampled and states of the sub-sampled cells may be

stored in the temporal memory segments of the cell. For example, when cell Z l is first

activated, cell Z l could receive activation states of all active cells (e.g., 50 cells) at this time

step but stores information for only a select number of cells (e.g., 10 cells). The sub-

sampling of cells may also contribute to generalization of spatial patterns and/or temporal

sequences.

[0106] In one embodiment, each temporal memory segment stores the activation states

of the same number of cells. In another embodiment, each temporal memory segment stores

the activation states of a different number of cells.

[0107] When a cell detects activation of all or over a percentage of cells stored in its

temporal memory segments, the cell becomes active and produces pooling output 622. For

example, a cell may be activated when more than 90% of cells identified in a temporal

memory segment are active. In one embodiment, the cells become active based on a sliding

activation window, as described below in detail with reference to FIGS. 8A and 8B. Under

certain conditions, the cell may also produce sequence output 714 sent to other cells to

indicate its activation state. In one embodiment, a cell becomes active when a fixed number

of cells or more than a threshold percentage of cells stored in one of its temporal memory

segments become active. In other embodiments, the cells become active when the activation

states of other cells partially or entirely match a list of stored activation states, as described

below in detail with reference to FIGS. 8C and 8D.

[0108] FIG. 8A is a conceptual diagram illustrating signals associated with a cell 800,

according to one embodiment. Cell 800 receives sequence inputs 830 and select signal 646.

Sequence inputs 830 are collective sequence outputs sent out by other cells having

connections with cell 800. Cell 800 establishes connections with the other cells during

learning to monitor their activation states. Cell 800 also receives select signal 646 which

becomes active when: (i) the column including cell 800 is activated by column activation

signal 634, and (ii) cell 800 is selected to learn activation states of other cells, as described

below in detail with reference to FIG. 13.

[0109] In one embodiment, a cell receives sequence input 830 from other cells within a

topological distance. The topological distance is associated with or representative of the

distance between the input space of the cell receiving sequence input 830 and the input space

of the other cell. In another embodiment, a cell receives sequence input 830 from all or a

subset of the cells within the processing node.



[0110] Cell 800 generates pooling output 622 and sequence output 714 based on select

signal 646 and sequence inputs 830. Pooling output 622 is generated whenever cell 800

becomes active. Sequence output 714 is generated only when certain conditions are met, as

described below in detail with reference to FIG. 11.

[0111] Cell 800 includes temporal memory segments SN0 through SN4 representing

data structures for storing activation states of other cells upon activation of cell 800.

Temporal memory segments with higher segment numbers are illustrated in FIG. 8 as being

farther away from body 810 of cell 800. First temporal memory segment SN0 stores the

activation state of other cells when cell 800 was first activated by select signal 646. Second

temporal memory segment SN1 (adjacent to first temporal memory segment SN0) stores

current or previous activation states of other cells when cell 800 was activated by first

temporal memory segment SN0.

[0112] A temporal memory segment with a higher segment number represents

activation states of other cells further back in time. For example, if segment SN0 stores

activation states of other cells at time T = N, segment S 1 may store activation states of other

cells at time T = N - 1, and segment SN2 may store activation states of other cells at time T =

N - 2 . When sequence inputs 830 indicate activation of cells stored in any of these temporal

memory segments, cell 800 is activated. Hence, a temporal memory segment with a higher

number (father away from body 810) generally causes cell 800 to detect an earlier state of a

temporal sequence whereas a temporal memory segment with a lower number (closer to body

810) generally causes cell 800 to detect a later state of a temporal sequence.

[0113] Multiple temporal memory segments may be connected to a single temporal

memory segment to represent multiple sets of activation states preceding a particular set of

activation states. Taking the example of FIG. 8, temporal memory segments SN3-1 and SN3-

2 bifurcate from temporal memory segment SN2. The bifurcation represents that two

different sets of activation states of other cells stored in temporal memory segments SN3-1

and SN3-2 preceded the activation states of other cells stored in temporal memory segment

SN2. A cell can include many branches of temporal memory segments separating from

various temporal memory segments. Generally, the overall shape of the temporal memory

segments is similar to a tree. Such tree shape signifies that different states of cell activations

gradually merge and come to share the same cell activation states as the time for receiving

select signal 646 approaches.

[0114] In one embodiment, temporal memory segments of cell 800 store identifications

of a subset of cells active when cell 800 was first activated. For example, temporal memory



segment SN1 stores a vector representing five cells such as [5, 10, 27, 38, 40] (where each

number indicates identification of a cell in processing node 300). The five cells may be a

subset of fifty cells that were active when cell 800 was activated. The cells for storing

information about the vector may be selected randomly or based on certain criteria.

[0115] As multiple vectors are detected, a list of vectors may be generated for the

selected cell. After learning, the cell is activated when sequence input includes a vector

completely matches to one of the list of vectors that the cell is storing or the

number/percentage of elements matching the list of vectors exceed a threshold. As in the

above example, cell 800 is activated when cell 800 receives sequence inputs 830 indicating

activation of cells 5, 10, 27, 38 and 40 or sequence inputs 830 indicate that more than a

certain number/percentage of these elements are active.

[0116] In another embodiment, cell 800 is activated when sequence inputs 830 indicate

that all or part of cells identified in sliding activation window 822 are active. Cell 800 slides

activation window 822 along the chain or branch of temporal memory segments. Activation

window 822 spans across two or more adjacent temporal memory segments. When cell 800

detects at any locations along the temporal memory that a minimum number of elements in

activation window 822 are currently active, cell 800 is activated. In one embodiment,

activation window 822 has a length corresponding to the length of a temporal memory

segment. That is, if the size of a temporal memory segment is N bits, an activation window

covers "x" contiguous bits from one temporal memory segment and "N-x" contiguous bits

from an adjacent temporal memory segment (where "x" takes a value ranging from 1 to N-l).

[0117] FIG. 8B is a diagram illustrating activation window 822 covering a single

element from temporal memory segment SN 1 and seven elements from temporal memory

segment SN2 of FIG. 8A. In this example, it is assumed that all of the elements in sliding

window 822 must be active to activate the cell. In other examples, only a number of

elements may be active to activate the cell. In this example, sequence inputs 830 indicate

cells 2, 5, 7, 12, 15, 32, 44, 46, 57, 77, 82, 87, 92, 95, 97, 99, 120, 123 and 128 as being

active. "Yes" represents that sequence inputs 830 indicate that the cell associated with the

element is currently active whereas "No" represents that sequence inputs 830 indicate that the

cell associated with the element is currently inactive. Numbers in boxes below these letters

indicate identification of cells (e.g., cell numbers) associated with the elements. Note that

eight boxes in temporal memory segment SN4 represent cells 44, 57, 82, 87, 92, 97, 99 and

126 that were active when cell 800 was activated by temporal memory segment SN1 . In the



example of FIG. 8A, the cell is activated because all elements covered by window 822 are

currently active.

[0118] For comparison, take an example where activation window 822 covers all eight

elements from temporal memory segment SN4. In such a case, cell 800 is not activated

because cell 1 6 is not currently active. Hence, by using an activation window, cells become

active even when sequence input 830 does not indicate activation of elements in a single

temporal memory segment.

[0119] FIG. 8C is a conceptual diagram of a cell 850 storing data for temporal memory

segments in two tables, according to one embodiment. Cell 850 is a simplified version of cell

800 in that all temporal memory segments are classified as (i) first temporal memory

segments (SNO-1 through SN0-N) or (ii) non- first temporal memory segments (SNl-1

through SNZ-Z). Taking the example of temporal memory segments in FIG. 8A, SNO would

correspond to a first temporal memory segment while SN1, SN2, SN3-1, SN3-2 and SN4

would correspond to non-first temporal memory segments in cell 850.

[0120] When the activation window is not used, there is no reason to retain information

regarding which temporal memory segments are adjacent to each other. Hence, all activation

states of non-first temporal memory segments are collapsed and stored in table 858. All

activation states of first temporal memory segments are stored in table 854. When sequence

inputs 830 are received, the activation states of other cells are compared with sets of

activation states stored in tables 854 and 858.

[0121] When the activation states as indicated by the sequence inputs 830 match

entirely or partially with the activation states in an entry of the table 858, body 860 of cell

850 generates pooling output 622 but not sequence output 830. In contrast, when the

activation states as indicated by the sequence inputs 830 match entirely or partially with the

activation states in an entry of the table 854, body 860 of cell 850 generates both pooling

output 622 and sequence output 830.

[0122] FIG. 8D is a conceptual diagram of a cell 880 further simplifying cell 850,

according to one embodiment. Cell 880 of FIG. 8C is similar to cell 850 of FIG. 8C except

that sets of activation states in all temporal memory segments are stored in a single table 874.

When the sequence inputs 830 indicate activation states of other cells that match totally or

partially with one set of activation states as stored in an entry of table 874, body 890 outputs

both pooling output 622 and sequence output 714 as appropriate. In embodiments with no

hierarchy, all the temporal memory segments may be first temporal memory segments.



[0123] Cells 850 and 880 are simpler and more efficient compared to cell 800 because

whether to activate the cells can be determined by comparing sequence inputs 830 and entries

in tables without using an algorithm to determine matching of activation states in an

activation window.

[0124] FIG. 9 is a functional block diagram illustrating cell 800, according to one

embodiment. Cell 800 may include, among other components, sequence signal monitor 912,

cell activator 916, temporal memory manager (TMM) 920 and column inhibitor 924. The

sequence signal monitor 912 is software, firmware, hardware or a combination thereof for

receiving sequence inputs 830 from other cells in the same processing node or level. The

sequence signal monitor 912 buffers sequence inputs 912 at a current time step. In one

embodiment, the sequence signal monitor 912 may also buffer a set of sequence inputs 830

from previous time steps. The stored sequence inputs 912 are referenced by DMM 920 for

processing.

[0125] DMM 920 is software, firmware, hardware or a combination thereof for

managing temporal memory segments. DMM 920 performs various operations associated

with writing, updating, retrieving and comparing cell activation states. As described above in

detail with reference to FIGS. 8A and 8C, cell activation states stored in different temporal

memory segments of DMM 920 represent activation states of other cells at different times.

When learning is activated, DMM 920 detects current and/or previous states of cell

activations based on the sequence inputs 830 and stores the detected cell activation states in

temporal memory segments. DMM 920 also compares the sequence inputs 830 to cell

activation states stored in temporal memory segments. If the sequence inputs 830 indicate

that (i) all elements of a temporal memory segment are active, (ii) a number or percentage of

elements of a temporal memory segment above a threshold is active, (iii) all elements in an

activation window are active, or (iv) a number or percentage of elements of an activation

window above a threshold is active, DMM 920 sends hit signal 930 to cell activator 916.

[0126] DMM 920 may also employ various schemes to enhance learning, inference or

prediction capability such as removing cell activation states that appear with frequency below

a threshold, merging similar cell activation states and requiring two or more repetition of the

same cell activation states before the cell activation states are stored (or learned).

[0127] Cell activator 916 receives hit signal 930 from DMM 920 and generates pooling

output 622 and sequence output 714, if certain conditions are met. One of such conditions is

that there be no inhibition signals 918 from other cells in the same column or in a different

column. If inhibition signal 918 is received from other cells, cell 800 is not activated despite



hit signal 930. In one embodiment, pooling output 622 is generated regardless of the reasons

cell 800 is activated whereas sequence output 714 is generated only when first temporal

memory segment SNO causes cell 800 to activate.

[0128] After cell activates and starts to generate pooling output 622, column inhibitor

924 generates inhibition signal 928. Inhibition signals are sent to other cells in the same

column or in a different column to inhibit activation of the other cells. The cells

communicating the inhibition signals may be within a predefined inhibition range, as

described above in detail with reference to FIG. 3 .

[0129] In one embodiment, DMM 920 uses a dynamic threshold for generating hit

signal 930. Specifically, DMM 920 dynamically adjusts the number or percentage of

elements of sequence inputs 830 that should match the elements stored in a temporal memory

segment or an activation window before hit signal 930 can be generated.

[0130] Activation of cell 800, among other things, represents a prediction based on

activation of other cells in sequence processor 314. By lowering the number of percentage of

coinciding elements to generate hit signal 930, cell may be activated more frequently. More

frequent activation of cell indicates making more liberal predictions on the part of cell.

Lowering the requirement for coinciding elements has a similar effect of forcing the cells or

the temporal memory system to make predictions that would otherwise not be made. To the

contrary, raising the requirement for coinciding elements has a similar effect of restricting the

cells or the temporal memory system to making only conservative and limited predictions.

[0131] The threshold for generating the hit signal 930 may be adjusted by detecting

activation states of cells corresponding to a certain segment of input space. If the level of cell

activation for such segment drops below a level, the dynamic threshold of cells for the

segment of input space is lowered to prompt more activation of the cells. Conversely, if the

level of cell activation of a segment of input space it above a level, the dynamic threshold

may be increased to reduce activation of the cells.

Method of Performing Temporal Processing

[0132] FIG. 10 is a flowchart illustrating the process at sequence processor 314,

according to one embodiment. Although sequence processor 314 does not require the

concept of 'time step' to learn and process temporal sequences, the example described with

reference to FIG. 10 employs time steps to simplify the implementation of sequence

processor 314 on a computing device. For the sake of convenience, the steps of FIG. 10 are

conceptually divided into two phases: a first phase and a second phase.



[0133] In the first phase, sequence processor 314 generates 1014 sequence outputs 830

based on column activation signals 634. In this step, sequence outputs 830 are generated

from cells in activated columns, as described below in detail with reference to FIG. 11.

[0134] If a cell is first activated by a column activation signal and there are other active

cells in a previous time step, the newly activated cell learns 1018 connections to a select

number of the active cells and stores the activation states of these selected cells in first

temporal memory segment SNO (see FIG. 8A), table 854 (see FIG. 8C) or table 874 (see FIG.

8D), as described below in detail with reference to FIG. 1 A . In one embodiment, the states

of cell activation in the previous time step are stored and available from sequence signal

monitor 912.

[0135] In the second phase, sequence processor 314 activates 1034 cells in a current

time step based on the sequence outputs generated in step 1014. The activated cells generate

pooling outputs 622 for the current time step.

[0136] Cells newly activated by the sequence outputs learn and store 1038 activation

states of other cells, as described below in detail with reference to FIG. 13.

[0137] The method of performing temporal processing as illustrated in FIG. 10 is

merely illustrative. Various modifications can be made such as performing steps in a

different order, performing steps in parallel or omitting one or more steps.

[0138] FIG. 11 is a flowchart illustrating the process of generating sequence outputs in

more detail, according to one embodiment. Sequence processor 314 determines 1104

columns to activate based on sparse vector 342 in a current time step. Then, sequence

processor 314 determines 1108 whether a column activated in the current time step was also

active in a previous time step. If a column was also active in the previous time step, then no

change is made to the activation states of cells in that column. That is, any cells in the

column active in the previous time step continue 1112 to output sequence outputs in the

current time step. Then the process proceeds to process other columns that were not active in

the previous time step.

[0139] Sequence processor 314 determines 1116 if a column has cells activated by

sequence inputs 830 in the previous time step. In one embodiment, sequence processor 314

determines if the cells were activated by their first temporal memory segments. In one

embodiment, any cells activated by temporal memory segments other than their first temporal

memory segments do not generate sequence outputs. The cells activated by the first temporal

memory segments generate 1120 sequence outputs in the current time step. In another



embodiment where all segments are first temporal memory segments, sequence outputs are

generated for cells activated by a first temporal memory segment.

[0140] If there were no cells in the column that were activated by sequence inputs 830

in the previous time step, all cells in the column generate 1136 sequence outputs. By

activating all cells in the column, all or most of the potential temporal sequences in the input

data can be detected in subsequent time steps.

[0141] A cell is then selected 1140 from the active column to learn and store activation

states of other cells at current time step cells, as described below in detail with reference to

FIG. 13. In one embodiment, the cell is selected randomly. In another embodiment, the cell

with a temporal memory segment storing activation states most similar to the current

activation states is selected. The selected cell generates 1132 a sequence output in the

current time step. Then the process terminates.

[0142] If there are no cells active in the previous time step, all cells in the activated

column are turned on to generate 1136 sequence outputs in the current time step. Then the

process terminates.

[0143] The process of producing the sequence outputs as illustrated in FIG. 11 is

merely illustrative. Various other methods and schemes may be employed to generate

sequence outputs at cells.

[0144] FIG. 12A is a flowchart illustrating a process of learning connections between

cell activation states upon activation of a column by a column activation signal, according to

one embodiment. If no cell in the column is active when the column activation signal is

received at the column manager, one cell is selected 1208 from the column for activation.

The selected cell then performs learning 1212 by storing information about a subset of cells

active at the previous time step in first temporal memory segment (as described above in

detail with reference to FIG. 8A) or in a table (as described above with reference to FIGS. 8C

and 8D). In another embodiment, the cell selected to perform learning is the one in the

column with the closet partial mapping to the subset of cells active at the previous time step.

[0145] FIG. 12B is a conceptual diagram illustrating learning of cell activation states at

cell XN upon activation by a column activation signal, according to one embodiment. When

a column activation signal for column X is received at time t and no cell in column X is

currently active, the column manager for column X selects cell XN for activation. The

selection of cell XN may be made randomly or on predetermined criteria.

[0146] Cell XN then determines which cells were active in the previous time step (T = t

- 1) based on sequence inputs in the previous time step. In another embodiment, cell CN can



sub-sample cells that are active in current time step (T = t). Cell XN sub-samples the

activated cells (e.g., samples cell CI and cell N2 but not cell A2) and stores the activation

states of the sub-sampled cells in the first temporal memory segment, indicated by a

horizontal bar extending from cell XN.

[0147] FIG. 13 is a flowchart illustrating the process of learning at a cell activated by

sequence inputs, according to one embodiment. First, the activated cell determines 1348 the

temporal memory segment(s) that caused the cell to activate. The temporal memory

segment(s) causing the cell to activate is a temporal memory segment having elements all or

part of which were indicated as being activated by sequence inputs.

[0148] Then the activated cell stores 1350 the activation states of a subset of active

cells that were active in the previous time step. The subset of active cells is stored in a

temporal memory segment adjacent to the temporal memory segment(s) that caused the cell

to activate.

[0149] The methods of learning at a column or a cell as described above with reference

to FIGS. 12A and 13 are merely illustrative. Various other methods may be used to learn and

store connections to previous cell activation states.

[0150] As learning progresses, cells gradually learn activation states going further back

in time. Although a cell learns activation states of other cells at the time the cell was

activated or just before the cell was activated, the other cells in most cases would have

activated before the learning cell was activated. More specifically, when a processing node

is presented with a temporal sequence at a first time, a learning cell detects and stores the

current or previous activation states of other cells when the learning cell became active.

[0151] All or most of other cells would have become active before the learning cell was

activated. Hence, when the same processing node is again presented with the same temporal

sequence, the learned cell activates at an earlier time in the temporal sequence because the

other cells become active before a time point in the temporal sequence when the learning cell

detected and stored the activation states of other cells. As the processing node is presented

with the same temporal sequence multiple times, the learned cells gradually produce pooling

outputs for a longer time starting at an earlier time point in the same temporal sequence.

[0152] FIG. 14A is a graph illustrating cell activations before learning and temporal

processing are performed. With learning and temporal processing, the cells learn cell

activation states of other cells further back in time step. Hence, as the learning at the cell

progresses, the cells gradually activate earlier and remain active for a longer time, as



illustrated in FIG. 14B. The extended activation of cells results in pooling outputs invariant

and stable for a longer time.

[0153] Early activation of the cells also represents that the cells are performing

prediction of spatial patterns to appear in the input data. As the cells learn activation states of

other cells further back in time, the cells predict appearance of the spatial patterns

corresponding to stored co-occurrences earlier in time and become activate in advance.

Overloading Cell with Different Temporal Sequences

[0154] If all cells in a column become populated with cell activation states, no temporal

memory segment or cells may be available to store additional temporal sequences. Taking

the example of first temporal memory segments of cells, the first temporal memory segments

store activation states of a subset of other cells upon activation of the cells by select signal

646. After first temporal memory segments in entire cells of a column are assigned to store

cell activation states, there is no cell left in the column to store additional cell activation

states upon activation of the column. In such case, additional capacity to learn temporal

sequences can be afforded, for example, by one of the following ways: (i) add or adjust cells

in a column, (ii) add additional temporal memory segments to a cell or (iii) overload temporal

sequences in preexisting temporal memory segments.

[0155] First, adding new cells to a column is a simple solution for increasing the

capacity to store temporal sequences. There is no requirement that each column include the

same number of cells. Hence, the number of cells may be increased in columns that are

activated more frequently. Alternatively, a cell previously assigned to one column may be

reassigned to another column if the other column becomes overloaded. Creation or addition

of new cells, however, increases memory and processing resources required for operating the

processing node.

[0156] Another way of extending the capacity of the sequence processor is to add more

temporal memory segments to a cell. A cell may start a new chain of temporal memory

segments (in addition to a preexisting chain of temporal memory segments) or add entries in

tables for storing activation states when there is no applicable temporal memory segment to

store new cell activation states. The new chain of temporal memory segments may start from

the body of the cell or at any locations along a branch of temporal memory segments. In one

embodiment, when a cell is selected a second time by a column manager, a new chain of

temporal memory segments is started in order to store the cell activation states in the first

temporal memory segment of the new temporal memory. The cell is then activated when the

current cell activation states correspond to stored cell activation states in temporal memory



segments of either temporal memory chain. The activation of the cell based on temporal

memory segments of either temporal memory chain may cause ambiguity at a cell level as to

which temporal sequences are active. However, the ambiguity at the cell level is unlikely to

cause issues in at the system level of temporal memory system because the activation states

of not one cell but a set of multiple cells is used to represent the temporal sequences.

[0157] FIG. 8A illustrates an example where a new branch of temporal memory

segments starts after temporal memory segment SN2. Cell 800 stores sequence inputs in

temporal memory segment SN3-1 after cell 800 is activated at a first time by temporal

memory segment SN2. If cell 800 is activated at a second time and detects cell activation

states other than what is stored in temporal memory segment SN3-1, cell 800 may store the

newly detected cell activation states in temporal memory segment SN3-2 and start a new

branch of temporal memory segments.

[0158] A cell is activated when the sequence inputs indicate activation of elements

stored in any temporal memory segments or an activation window. Since a cell can be

activated by two different temporal sequences, ambiguity may arise as to which temporal

sequences caused the cell to activate. Such ambiguity, however, does not cause systemic

failure of the temporal memory system because the probability of two different temporal

sequences causing the same or similar set of active cells to activate at the same time is very

low, especially if a large number of cells are used.

[0159] Compared to adding new cells, adding new temporal memories is more efficient

in terms of memory and processing requirements. When detecting cell activations states, the

activation window must slide along different branches or chains of temporal memories, and

hence, the processing speed may be decreased slightly.

[0160] A third way of extending the capacity of the sequence processor is to overlay

different sets of cell activation states in preexisting temporal memory segments. That is,

instead of starting a new branch or chain of temporal memory segments for different temporal

sequences, the same temporal memory segment stores two or more cell activation states

associated with different temporal sequences. The cell is activated when the sequence inputs

received indicate activation of a minimum number of elements in a temporal memory

segment or an activation window.

[0161] An example for using an activation window is provided herein. Assume, for

example, that Nth temporal memory segment in a particular cell stores vectors A and B, and

(N+l)th temporal memory segment stores vector C and D (each vector represents a set of

learned cell activation states). Vector A is (2, 5, 11. 16. 22 . vector B is (12, 17, 22. 45. 68) .



vector C is (6. 9. 14, 22, 88) and vector D is (7, 8. 25, 43, 22) (where each element in vectors

represents a detected active cell upon activation of the particular cell). Taking an example

where the activation window covers three elements from Nth temporal memory segment and

two elements from (N+l)th temporal memory segment, the particular cell will be activated by

the activation window if the sequence inputs indicate activation of entire or most of elements

in any of the following vectors: (6. 9, 11. 16, 22 ), 7, 8, 11, 16, 22) , 6, 9, 22, 45, 68) and (

8. 22. 45. 68) .

[0162] Overlaying multiple vectors onto the same temporal memory segment increases

ambiguity and likelihood of improper activation at the cell level because the cell can be

activated by combinations of unrelated cell activation states. In a case where vector A is

followed only by vector C and vector B is followed only by vector D, the overlaying of the

vectors A and B into one temporal memory segment and vectors C and D into the adjacent

temporal memory segment removes information about such sequential relationships between

the vectors. Hence, the cell can be improperly activated by sequence inputs such as (7 8 11

16, 22) derived from the combination of vectors A and D. However, given the large number

of cells and possible combinations, such improper activation of cells do not cause a systemic

error until a large number of vectors are overlaid onto the same temporal memory segment.

In an experiment, as many as twenty different vectors were overlaid onto a single temporal

memory segment before the improper firing of cells caused an error in the temporal memory

system. The number of possible overlaid vectors may exceed twenty. The number of vectors

that can be overlaid on a temporal memory segment depends on various factors such as the

total number of cells.

[0163] The overlaying of the different set of cell activation states onto a single temporal

memory segment is computationally efficient because a single pass of the activation window

is needed to determine if the cell should be activated by the sequence inputs. That is, the

activation window need not pass different branches or chains of temporal memory segments,

thereby reducing computation and time for detecting all combinations of cell activations

states in a cell.

[0164] The above methods of expanding the capacity of the sequence processor are not

mutually exclusive. Hence, one or more of the above methods may be employed to expand

the capacity of the sequence processor.

Example of Temporal Processing

[0165] An example of temporal processing is described herein with reference to FIGS.

15A through 20D. In the following example, the structure of cell 850 of FIG. 8C is used.



However, similar temporal processing may be formed for cells 800 and 880. FIG. 15A

illustrates column activation signals at different time steps derived from sparse vector 342.

FIG. 15B illustrates the structure of columns, cells and their notations used in the example. A

total of six columns with two cells in each column are used in this example. Each cell is

identified by a column number followed by a dot (.) and a cell number. For example, 0.1

indicates a second cell in the first column. The number of cells and columns has been

reduced to facilitate understanding. In practical applications, however, more cells and

columns are likely to be employed. Hashed circles represent cells activated by sparse vector

342, and circles with dots indicate cells activated by the sequence inputs.

[0166] In the following example, the operation of the sequence processor is described

using two different phases in a time step, as described above in FIG. 10. In the first phase,

the cells generate both a sequence outputs and a pooling output in the current time step based

on sequence inputs from other cells in the previous time step and sparse vector 342 in the

current step. In this phase, the cells also learn and store states of cell activations in their first

temporal memory segments if the cells were first activated by select signal 646. Further,

local inhibition is disregarded in the following example.

[0167] In the second phase, the cells use the sequence outputs generated in the first

phase to activate cells in the current time step and also to generate pooling outputs. If the

cells were first activated by the sequence outputs, the cells store the cell activation states of

the previous time step in their temporal memory segments other than the first temporal

memory segments. For simplification, cells are activated by sequence inputs only if the

sequence inputs indicate activation of all cells in the stored cell activation states.

Implications associated with an activation window are omitted herein for the sake of brevity.

[0168] FIGS. 16A through 16D illustrate signals and states of the cells at initial start

up, according to one embodiment. FIG. 16A indicates the column activation signals for each

column during this time step. Dashed box in FIG. 16A indicate column activation signals in

the current time step. FIG. 16B illustrates the activation status of cells in previous time step

(t = -1) and current time step (t = 0). Because FIGS. 16A and 16B illustrate the initial start

up, no cells were active in the previous time step (t = -1). Upon receiving the column

activation signals, cells 0.0, 0.1, 2.0, 2.1, 3.0, 3.1, 6.0 and 6.1 are activated. As a result, cells

0.0, 0.1, 2.0, 2.1, 3.0, 3.1, 6.0 and 6.1 start to produce pooling outputs and sequence outputs

as illustrated in FIG. 16C (first phase). The dashed horizontal lines in FIG. 16C represent

that both the pooling outputs and sequence outputs generated. In this time step, no cell

activation states for the first temporal memory segments are learned by any cells because no



cells were active in the previous time step (first phase). In the second phase, no cell is

activated based on sequence inputs because no cell has yet learned any cell activation states.

There are also no previous cell activation states to be stored.

[0169] FIG. 17A illustrates the column activation signals for each column in time step

1. In this time step, columns 1 and 4 are newly activated by the column activation signals.

Columns 0 and 2 remain activated based on the column activation signals. Since there are

cell activations in the previous time step (t = 0) and no cells in these columns are already

active, one cell is selected at random from each column newly activated by the column

activation signals. In this example, cells 1.0 and 4.0 are chosen to learn connections from cell

activation states in the previous time step (t = 0). These chosen cells become active to

generate sequence outputs and pooling outputs as illustrated in FIG. 17C. Cell 1.0 randomly

chooses to make connections from cells 0.1 and 3.1 that were activated in the previous time

step (t = 0). Similarly, cell 4.0 randomly chooses to make connections from cells 6.0 and 0.1

that were active in the previous time step (t = 0). FIG. 17D illustrates these connections

stored in first temporal memory segments of cells 1.0 and 4.0.

[0170] In the second phase, no cells are activated based on sequence inputs, and hence,

there are no cell activation states to be stored in temporal memory segments other than the

first temporal memory segments, for the same reason as described above with reference to

FIG. 16D.

[0171] FIG. 18A illustrates the column activation signals for each column in time step

2 . In this time step, only column 5 is newly activated by the column activation signal.

Columns 1, 2 and 4 remain activated by the column activation signal, and therefore, the cells

that were active in previous time step (t = 1) continue to remain activated. Column 5 is

newly activated and cell 5.0 is randomly chosen to establish connections to previous cell

activation states. Cell 5.0 randomly chooses to establish connections from cells 1.0 and 4.0,

and stores the activation states of these cells. Cell 5.0 stores connections to cells 1.0 and 4.0

in the first temporal memory segment, as illustrated in FIG. 18D.

[0172] In the second phase, cell 5.0 does not learn any new connections in temporal

memory segments other than the first temporal memory segment because cell 5.0 was first

activated by the column activation signal.

[0173] The cell activation states are cleared in time step 3 . After clearing the cell

activation states, the sequence processor is exposed to the same column activation signal in

time steps 4 and 5 to expand learning. FIG. 1 A illustrates the column activation signals in

time step 4 that are the same as the column activation signals in time step 0. In the first



phase, cells 0.0, 0.1, 2.0, 2.1, 6.0 and 6.1 are activated by the column activation signals. As a

result, cells 0.0, 0.1, 2.0, 2.1, 6.0 and 6.1 start to produce pooling outputs and sequence

outputs as illustrated in FIG. 19C. There is no learning for first temporal memory segments

of any cells because cell activation states were previously cleared.

[0174] In the second phase, cells 1.0 and 4.0 are activated by sequence outputs from

cells 0.1, 3.1 and cells 6.0 and 0.1, respectively. Hence, cells 1.0 and 4.0 start producing

pooling outputs (see FIG. 11, step 1120). There are no previous cell activation states to make

further connections to cells 0.1 and 4.0 because cell activation states were previously cleared.

Therefore, no connections are established in second temporal memory segments.

[0175] FIG. 19C illustrates two additional solid lines compared to FIG. 16C. The

additional solid lines represent cells 1.0 and 4.0 becoming active earlier and producing

pooling output based on sequence inputs. As the sequence processor is exposed to the same

temporal sequences over multiple rounds, the cells learn connections to earlier cell activation

states and activate earlier. As a result, the resulting pooling outputs from the sequence

processor become more stable and invariant.

[0176] FIG. 20A illustrates the column activation signals in time step 5 that are the

same as the column activation signals in time step 1. In the first phase, cells 1.0 and 4.0

generate sequence outputs because these cells were already producing pooling outputs in the

previous time step (t = 3) (see FIG. 11, step 1112) and are now receiving column activation

signals. Since cells 1.0 and 4.0 were already active in the previous time step, no new

sequence inputs are stored in the first temporal memory segments.

[0177] In the second phase, cell 5.0 is activated by connections to cells 1.0 and 4.0

stored in the first temporal memory segment of cell 5.0. Cell 5.0 is newly activated by its

first temporal memory. Because cells were active in the previous time step (t = 4), cell 5.0

learns connections to cell activation states of the previous time step (t = 4). Specifically, cell

5.0 randomly chooses cells 3.1 and 6.1, and stores the connections to cells 3.1 and 6.1 in the

second temporal memory (see FIG. 13, step 1350). Cell 5.0 also starts to produce a pooling

output, as illustrated in FIG. 20C.

[0178] Although the column activation signals were repeated only twice in this

example, the same column activation signals may be fed more than twice. As the columns

are fed with additional rounds of column activation signals, the cells learn longer sequences

of patterns.

[0179] The process and mechanism described above with reference to FIGS. 16A

through 20D are merely illustrative. In another embodiment, parallel processing may be used



to obviate processing in two different phases. Moreover, local inhibition may be introduced

to inhibit activation of cells within a certain topological distance from dominant cells.

Learning and Unlearning of Connections

[0180] Spatial pooler 320 may be trained or conditioned to add mapping of a CD to

elements in its input space that are productive in detecting co-occurrences and/or remove

mapping to elements in the input space that are unproductive in detecting co-occurrences. In

one embodiment, spatial pooler 320 retains mapping between a CD and an input element that

often contributes to high match scores of the CD while removing mappings that do not

contribute or negatively affect high match scores. The mapping of input elements may be

iteratively updated during the training process until all CDs yield high match scores at about

the same frequency.

[0181] In one embodiment, a permanence value is assigned to each mapping between a

CD and an input element to implement learning and unlearning in spatial pooler 320. The

permanence value represents the contribution of an input element to detection of a co

occurrence. When mapping between a CD and its input element contributes to a higher

match score, the permanence value is increased. Conversely, when mapping between a CD

and its input element does not contribute to a higher match score, the permanence value is

decreased. When the permanence value of certain mapping drops below a preset limit, the

mapping corresponding to the permanence value is removed and replaced with mapping to

another input element within the input space of the corresponding CD.

[0182] In one embodiment, the new input element mapped to the CD may be chosen

randomly from the input space. In another embodiment, permanence values for potential

mappings between the CD and the input elements may be maintained. If a permanence value

for a potential mapping becomes larger than a permanence value for an existing mapping, the

potential mapping with the higher permanence value replaces the existing mapping. By

changing the mapping based on the permanence value, more productive mappings may

replace less productive mappings, thereby contributing to a processing node that performs

better prediction or inference.

[0183] In one embodiment, a global decay function is implemented. The global decay

function reduces the permanence value of all mappings associated with a CD as new bottom-

up input signals are received or time passes. The global decay function removes mapping to

an input element if the mapping does not contribute to a higher match number at all or

contributes to a higher match number at a frequency below a threshold.



[0184] In one embodiment, the permanence value of a mapping is decreased if the same

mapping is also present in another CD that yields a high match score.

[0185] In one embodiment, an activation function is employed to increase the

possibility that CDs of lower match scores are selected. Even after learning, some CDs may

not learn co-occurrences that yield sufficiently high match scores to become a dominant CD

at a desired frequency. These CDs with lower match scores may never or seldom get selected

due to the presence of other CDs with higher match scores. The CDs that yield only lower

match scores or seldom reach a high match score may nonetheless detect co-occurrences

valuable to the performance of temporal memory systems. To enable selection of CDs with

otherwise low match scores, an activation function may be used to increase the match score

relative to other CDs that are often selected by increasing the match score of the seldom

selected CD by a factor or reducing the match scores of CDs that are often selected.

[0186] Using the activation function is advantageous, among other reasons, because the

activation functions allow CDs to divide up possible co-occurrences in a productive way, and

also allows CDs to automatically map to new co-occurrence patterns if the sensed input is

lost or statistics in the spatial patterns in the sensed input changes over time.

[0187] Sequence processor 314 in a cell may also learn mapping to other cells that

contribute to activation of the cell and/or unlearn mapping to other cells that do not contribute

to the activation of the cell. In embodiments that require only a portion of elements in the

sequence input 830 to match the elements stored in a temporal memory segment or elements

covered by an activation window, the sequence processor 314 retains mapping to other cells

that often contribute to the activation of the cell. Conversely, mapping to other cells that

often fail to contribute to the activation of the cell is removed and replaced with mapping to

another cell.

[0188] For this purpose, not only the spatial pooler 320 but sequence processor 314

may also implement one or more of the permanence value, global decay function and

activation function described above with reference to spatial pooler 320. The difference of

operation in sequence processor 314 compared to the operation of spatial pooler 320 is that

the sequence processor 314 learns or unlearns mapping to other cells associated with the

sequence input 830 whereas spatial pooler 320 learns or unlearns mapping to input elements

in the input space.

[0189] In one embodiment, cell 800 in the sequence processor 314 has a fixed number

of temporal memory segments. In such case, learning or unlearning involves adding or

removing connections of other cells associated with sequence input 830. In another



embodiment, cell 800 may newly add or delete the temporal memory segments where each

temporal memory segment is connected to different sets of cells within a certain logical

distance.

Accelerated Learning and Enhanced Memory Management

[0190] In applications where different parts of the input space of the temporal memory

system are exposed to the same or similar input patterns, learning at the processing node can

be expedited by using a master memory that stores information received from multiple CDs

and columns. In image recognition, for example, various blocks of input space often detect

similar or the same co-occurrences. Such co-occurrences may represent, for example,

horizontal lines, vertical lines and diagonal lines. Hence, it is efficient in terms of training

and memory management to share the information about such co-occurrences across multiple

CDs in spatial pooler 320. Moreover, certain temporal sequences resulting from movements

of images (e.g., translational movement of images) results in similar or the same changes in

temporal sequences at different columns in sequence processor 314. Hence, it is also

efficient to share information about temporal sequences across multiple columns in sequence

processor 314.

[0191] FIG. 2 1A is a diagram illustrating an image for recognition divided into 4 x 4

blocks of input space A l through D4. The lowest level of a HTM system has spatial pooler

320 that receives sensory input corresponding to black and white pixels in the image.

Specifically, each block of input space is assigned to a CD in spatial pooler 320. The CD is

mapped to learn co-occurrences such as horizontal lines, vertical lines or diagonal lines by

retaining mapping to sub-sampled pixels that contribute to higher match scores but removing

mapping to sub-sampled pixels that do not contribute to higher match scores, as described

above in detail in the section entitled "Learning and Unlearning of Connections." The

columns in sequence processor 314 learn temporal sequences associated with a co-occurrence

learned by a corresponding CD in spatial pooler 320.

[0192] FIG. 2IB is a diagram illustrating master co-occurrences COl through C04

stored in the master memory. Each CD is associated with one of the master co-occurrences

COl through C04. The input space blocks are associated with the co-occurrences COl

through C04 in an alternating manner. For example, CDs associated with input space blocks

Al, Bl, CI and Dl are assigned to master co-occurrence COl; CDs associated with input

space blocks A2, B2, C2 and D2 are assigned to master co-occurrence C02; CDs associated

with input space blocks A3, B3, C3 and D3 are assigned to master co-occurrence C03; and

CDs associated with input space blocks A4, B4, C4 and D4 are assigned to master co-



occurrence C04. As an image is presented, pixel information for all CDs assigned to the

same master co-occurrence is processed to learn or unlearn mapping of the master co

occurrence to sub-sampled pixels in the associated input space blocks. Although only four

master co-occurrences COl, C02, C03 and C04 are described herein for the sake of

convenience, in practice, there may be many more master co-occurrences in the master

memory.

[0193] As images are presented to the temporal memory system, a CD for input space

block A l (i) receives pixel information from sub-sampled pixels in the input space block A l

according to the master co-occurrence CO 1, (ii) updates the permanence values for sub-

sampled pixels of master co-occurrence COl according to the contribution of the sub-

sampled pixel to a higher match score, and (iii) replaces mapping to a pixel with mapping to

another pixel if a permanence value for the pixel drops below a preset limit.

[0194] CDs for input blocks B1, C1 and D1 also perform the same process of receiving

pixel information of pixels selected by master co-occurrence COl, modifying the permanence

values, and replacing the mapping of master co-occurrence COl to a pixel if the permanence

value for the pixel drops below a preset limit. The master co-occurrences are updated four

times by presentation of a single image, which allows the master co-occurrences to converge

to desirable mapping at four times the speed of training CDs individually.

[0195] CDs associated with input space blocks A2, B2, C2 and D2 perform the same

process for master co-occurrence C02. CDs associated with input space blocks A3, B3, C3

and D3 perform the same process for master co-occurrence C03 . CDs associated with input

space blocks A4, B4, C4 and D4 perform the same process for master co-occurrence C02.

[0196] In one embodiment, each CD stores a pointer to its master co-occurrence. The

CD uses the pointer to retrieve information about the locations of the sub-sampled pixels, and

to update the selection of the sub-sampled pixels if certain sub-sampled pixels are not

productive in increasing the match scores. In another embodiment, each CD may have its

own memory that replicates and stores information about co-occurrences from the master co

occurrences.

[0197] Although the example of FIGS. 2 1A and 2IB was described with respect to

learning or unlearning connections (i.e., mapping to pixels) in spatial pooler 320, the same

principle can be applied to information associated with columns in sequence processor 314.

For each column, the master memory may store master column information about

connections of cells to other cells for receiving sequence input 830 and information of

activation states of cells in temporal memory segments. Multiple columns in sequence



processor 314 may be assigned to the same master column information. Each of the assigned

columns references and updates the corresponding master column information.

[0198] In applications such as recognition of objects in moving pictures, the learning at

sequence processor 314 can be expedited by processing a set of images with smaller

translational movements instead of processing a series of images with larger transitional

movements. For an original image of an object, a series of images representing spatially

shifted versions of the original image are generated. The maximum number of pixels shifted

is, for example, 5 pixels. Then various sequences of shifted images and the original image

are generated and presented to the processing node 300 to learn temporal sequence of images.

Other images having the object appear at different locations are received and processed in the

same manner. In this way, the processing node 300 can learn temporal sequences of the

object in a more efficient and faster manner compared to presenting a series of images where

the object makes long transitional movement.

Performance Enhancements and Application Modifications

[0199] In one embodiment, a cell in sequence processor 314 employs "forgetting" or

"unlearning" of cell activation states by removing unproductive connections stored in its

temporal memory segments. DMM 920 monitors activation of cell 800 and column

activation signal 634 to determine if the cell activation states stored in a temporal memory

segment resulted in improper activation of cell 800.

[0200] For each temporal memory segment or set of cell activation states, DMM 920

tallies a productivity score that is increased or decreased depending on whether column

activation signal 634 activating the column followed early activation of cell 800 by each

temporal memory segment or the set of cell activation states. If cell activation states stored in

a temporal memory segment resulted in activation of cell 800 but was not followed by

column activation signal 634 activating the column, the productivity score for the cell

activation states or temporal memory segment is reduced. Conversely, the productivity score

is increased if the stored cell activation states or temporal memory segment contributed to

correct activation of cell 800. If the productivity score drops below a threshold, the cell

activation states are deleted or the temporal memory segment is initialized to "forget" the

learned connections.

[0201] In one embodiment, proximity representing real-world time is used to influence

detecting and storing of activation states of cells. In another embodiment, relative spacing of

time may be embodied to store activation states of cells or perform inference or prediction.



[0202] In one embodiment, an external signal representing a degree of focus of

attention to learning is provided to the temporal memory system to differ parameters

associated with detecting and storing cell activation states. The parameters set by the

external signal may include, for example, the productivity score or the minimum number of

cells stored in temporal memory to activate a cell.

[0203] One of many advantages in embodiments is that learning can be performed

simultaneously while performing inference and/or prediction. Regardless of whether cells are

currently learning, the cells continue to produce pooling outputs and sequence outputs based

on prior learning and bottom-up input. Therefore, a processing node can perform learning

and inference/prediction simultaneously.

[0204] In one embodiment, learning and inference can be achieved simultaneously by

first activating all cells in an active column that did not receive sufficient sequence inputs for

activation to allow inference to proceed. After performing inference, all cells except one cell

in the active column are turned off. The one remaining cell forms connections to previous

cell activation states. When combined with rules for forgetting connections, the temporal

memory system can learn to represent common sequences of patterns embedded within noise.

[0205] Another advantage is that embodiments may operate with bottom-up input 328

with differing data rates. The operation of the sequence processor is driven by changes in

bottom-up input 328 and not the data rate at which bottom-up input 329 is received or by any

clocking mechanism. Other than any delays caused by processing speed, the sequence

processor will operate in the same manner at different levels of the HTM system regardless of

whether the bottom-up input 328 changes at a fast rate or a slow rate. Hence, no

synchronization of timing is needed to coordinate operation of multiple processing nodes.

Further, the difference in the data rate does not affect the performance of the HTM system.

Therefore, the HTM system shows robust performance to various data rates.

[0206] Processing nodes and temporal memory systems according to embodiments also

provide improved immunity to various types of noise. The improved immunity to noise is

attributable partly to the use of sparse distributed representation.

[0207] Upon reading this disclosure, those of skill in the art will appreciate still

additional alternative designs for processing nodes. Thus, while particular embodiments and

applications have been illustrated and described, it is to be understood that the invention is

not limited to the precise construction and components disclosed herein and that various

modifications, changes and variations which will be apparent to those skilled in the art may



be made in the arrangement, operation and details of the method and apparatus disclosed

herein without departing from the spirit and scope of the present disclosure.



Claims

What is claimed is:

1. A processing node in a computing device, comprising:

a spatial pooler configured to:

detect spatial patterns in an input signal, the spatial patterns in the input signal

changing over time; and

generate a series of spatial pooler outputs in sparse distributed representation,

each spatial pooler output indicating the detected spatial patterns at a

time; and

a sequence processor configured to:

associate temporal sequences of the detected spatial patterns by storing

temporal relationships between the series of spatial pooler outputs; and

generate a sequence processor output based on the stored temporal

relationships between the series of spatial pooler outputs.

2 . The processing node of claim 1, wherein the sequence processor output represents a

temporal sequence of spatial patterns in the input signal detected or predicted.

3. The processing node of claim 1, wherein the spatial pooler comprises a plurality of co

occurrence detectors for detecting the spatial patterns, each co-occurrence detector configured

to generate a match score representing a degree of match between a co-occurrence pattern

assigned to each co-occurrence detector and a spatial pattern in the input signal, wherein each

of the series of spatial pooler outputs represent selection of a subset of co-occurrence

detectors based on match scores generated by the co-occurrence detectors.

4 . The processing node of claim 3, wherein a spatial pattern in the input signal is represented

by a vector with a plurality of elements in binary values to indicate whether each element is

active or inactive, and each co-occurrence detector is mapped to a subset of the plurality of

elements, wherein the match score of each co-occurrence detector represents a number of

active elements in the vector mapped to the co-occurrence detector.

5. The processing node of claim 3, wherein each of the plurality of co-occurrence detectors is

assigned to different input space of the input signal, and wherein the assignment of the input

space corresponds to topological relationship between the plurality of co-occurrence

detectors.



6. The processing node of claim 5, wherein the plurality of co-occurrence detectors comprise

a first co-occurrence detector and a second co-occurrence detector adjacent to the first co

occurrence detector, the first co-occurrence detector mapped to elements within first input

space and the second co-occurrence detector mapped to elements within second input space

adjacent the first input space.

7. The processing node of claim 3, wherein the spatial pooler is configured to

select a first co-occurrence detector at a first time; and

retain, at a second time subsequent to the first time, selection of the first co

occurrence detector over a second co-occurrence detector responsive to a

match score of the second co-occurrence detector at the second time not

exceeding a match score of the first co-occurrence detector by a threshold

difference.

8. The processing node of claim 3, wherein the spatial pooler is configured to modify a co

occurrence pattern assigned to a co-occurrence detector generating a match score lower than

other co-occurrence detectors or generating a match score lower than a threshold for a

predetermined amount of time.

9. The processing node of claim 3, wherein the spatial pooler is configured to:

adjust a permanent value for each potential mapping of an element in the input signal

to the co-occurrence detector responsive to receiving the spatial patterns, the

permanence value representing whether mapping of an element to the co

occurrence detector will contribute to the selection of the co-occurrence

detector; and

replace potential mapping of an element with assigned mapping of another element in

the input signal to the co-occurrence detector responsive to a permanence

value of the potential mapping exceeding a threshold.

10. The processing node of claim 9, wherein each assigned mapping of an element to a co

occurrence detector has a permanence value that is reduced by a decay function over time

unless each assigned mapping contributes to the selection of the co-occurrence detector.

11. The processing node of claim 3, wherein the spatial pooler is configured to:

determine a frequency at which each of the plurality of co-occurrence detectors is

selected, wherein the plurality of co-occurrence detectors include a first co-



occurrence detector and a second co-occurrence detector selected more

frequently than the first co-occurrence detector over a predetermined amount

of time;

increase likelihood of selecting the first co-occurrence detector relative to the second

co-occurrence detector by processing match scores of the first and second co

occurrence detectors using an activation function; and

select the co-occurrence detectors based on the processed match scores.

12. The processing node of claim 3, wherein the co-occurrence patterns for the plurality of

co-occurrence detectors are copied from a plurality of master co-occurrence patterns stored in

memory of the computing device.

13. The processing node of claim 1, wherein the spare distributed representation includes 1

to 10% of elements that are active.

14. The processing node of claim 1, wherein each of the series of spatial pooler outputs has

the same number of active elements.

15. The processing node of claim 3, wherein co-occurrence detectors are assigned with a

distance relative to each other, and wherein selection of a co-occurrence detector inhibits

selection of other co-occurrence detectors within a predetermined distance from the selected

co-occurrence detector.

16. The processing node of claim 15, wherein the spatial pooler is configured to:

process match scores of the plurality of co-occurrence detectors with convolution max

function; and

select the co-occurrence detectors with highest processed match scores.

17. The processing node of claim 3, wherein a subset of co-occurrence detectors with highest

match scores are selected.

18. The processing node of claim 1, wherein the sequence processor comprises a plurality of

columns, each column comprising at least one cell storing activation states of other cells at a

time when the at least one cell is activated, wherein the sequence processor output indicates

activation states of the plurality of columns or activation states of cells in the plurality of

columns.



19. The processing node of claim 18, wherein each column in the sequence processor

correspond to an element in the input signal, at least one cell in each column activated

responsive to the corresponding element in the input signal being active.

20. The processing node of claim 18, wherein the at least one cell stores activation states of a

subset of other cells connected to the at least one cell.

2 1. The processing node of claim 20, wherein each cell comprises one or more temporal

memory segments for storing activation states of other cells at a single point of time or

different times, the cell activated responsive to (i) detecting the activation states of other cells

stored in the one or more temporal memory segments of the cell or (ii) activation of a column

including the cell and selection of the cell in the column for activation.

22. The processing node of claim 21, wherein each cell generates a sequence output sent to

another cell for activating the other cell responsive to detecting activation of the cell by

stored activation states indicative of a latest time among times.

23. The processing node of claim 21, wherein the sequence processor is configured to

activate the cell responsive to a threshold number of other cells connected to the cell is active.

24. The processing node of claim 23, wherein the threshold number is dynamically adjusted.

25. The processing node of claim 23, wherein the cell is activated when a threshold number

of cells within a window sliding across a plurality of temporal memory segments are

activated.

26. The processing node of claim 22, wherein more than one set of activation states of the

other cells at different times are stored in a single temporal memory segment.

27. The processing node of claim 21, wherein the sequence processor further comprises a

monitor configured to monitor frequency that the activation states of cells as stored in the one

or more temporal memory segments are detected, the sequence processor removing a

temporal memory segment responsive to the frequency dropping below a threshold.

28. The processing node of claim 1, wherein the sequence processor is configured to

associate temporal sequences of different lengths.



29. The processing node of claim 1, wherein the processing node forms a hierarchy of

processing nodes in conjunction with a parent processing node higher in the hierarchy than

the processing node, the parent processing node generating a parent output that is more stable

or abstract that the sequence processor output based on the sequence processor output

received from the processing node.

30. The processing node of claim 1, wherein the sequence processor is configured to perform

online learning of temporal sequences.

31. A method of detecting and processing sequences of spatial patterns in an input,

comprising:

at a spatial pooler, detecting spatial patterns in an input signal, the spatial patterns in

the input signal changing over time;

at the spatial pooler, generating a series of spatial pooler outputs in sparse distributed

representation, each spatial pooler output indicating the detected spatial

patterns at a time;

at a sequence processor, associating temporal sequences of the detected spatial

patterns by storing temporal relationships between the series of spatial pooler

outputs; and

at the sequence processor, generating a sequence processor output based on the stored

temporal relationships between the series of spatial pooler outputs.

32. The method of claim 31, wherein the sequence processor output represents a temporal

sequence of spatial patterns in the input signal detected or predicted.

33. The method of claim 31, further comprising:

generating match scores for a plurality of co-occurrence detectors, each match score

representing a degree of match between a co-occurrence pattern assigned to

each of the plurality of co-occurrence detectors and a spatial pattern in the

input signal;

selecting a subset of the plurality of co-occurrence detectors based on the match

scores; and

generating a spatial pooler output indicating the selected subset of the plurality of co

occurrence detectors.



34. The method of claim 33, wherein a spatial pattern in the input signal is represented by a

vector with a plurality of elements in binary values to indicate whether each element is active

or inactive, and each co-occurrence detector is mapped to a subset of the plurality of

elements, wherein the match score of each co-occurrence detector represents a number of

active elements in the vector mapped to the co-occurrence detector.

35. The method of claim 33, wherein each of the plurality of co-occurrence detectors is

assigned to different input space of the input signal, wherein the assignment of the input

space corresponds to topological relationship between the plurality of co-occurrence

detectors.

36. The method of claim 35, wherein the plurality of co-occurrence detectors comprise a first

co-occurrence detector and a second co-occurrence detector adjacent to the first co

occurrence detector, the first co-occurrence detector mapped to elements within first input

space and the second co-occurrence detector mapped to elements within second input space

adjacent the first input space.

37. The method of claim 33, further comprising:

selecting a first co-occurrence detector by the spatial pooler at a first time; and

retaining, at a second time subsequent to the first time, selection of the first co

occurrence detector over a second co-occurrence detector responsive to a

match score of the second co-occurrence detector at the second time not

exceeding a match score of the first co-occurrence detector by a threshold

difference.

38. The method of claim 33, further comprising modifying a co-occurrence pattern assigned

to a co-occurrence detector that generates a match score lower than other co-occurrence

detectors or generates a match score lower than a threshold for a predetermined amount of

time.

39. The method of claim 33, further comprising:

adjusting a permanent value for each potential mapping of an element in the input

signal to the co-occurrence detector responsive to receiving the spatial

patterns, the permanence value representing whether mapping of an element to

the co-occurrence detector will contribute to the selection of the co-occurrence

detector; and



replacing potential mapping of an element with assigned mapping of another element

in the input signal to the co-occurrence detector responsive to a permanence

value of the potential mapping exceeding a threshold.

40. The method of claim 39, further comprising reducing a permanence value of each

assigned mapping of an element to a co-occurrence detector by a decay function over time

unless each assigned mapping contributes to the selection of the co-occurrence detector.

4 1. The method of claim 33, further comprising:

determining a frequency at which each of the plurality of co-occurrence detectors is

selected, wherein the plurality of co-occurrence detectors include a first co

occurrence detector and a second co-occurrence detector selected more

frequently than the first co-occurrence detector over a predetermined amount

of time;

increasing likelihood of selecting the first co-occurrence detector relative to the

second co-occurrence detector by processing match scores of the first and

second co-occurrence detectors using an activation function; and

selecting the co-occurrence detectors based on the processed match scores.

42. The method of claim 33, further comprising copying co-occurrence patterns for the

plurality of co-occurrence detectors from a plurality of master co-occurrence patterns.

43 . The method of claim 31, wherein the spare distributed representation includes 1 to 10%

of elements that are active.

44. The method of claim 31, wherein each of the series of spatial pooler outputs has the same

number of active elements.

45. The method of claim 33, wherein co-occurrence detectors are assigned with a distance

relative to each other, wherein selection of a co-occurrence detector inhibits selection of other

co-occurrence detectors within a predetermined distance from the selected co-occurrence

detector.

46. The method of claim 45, further comprising:

processing match scores of the plurality of co-occurrence detectors with convolution

max function; and

selecting the co-occurrence detectors with highest processed match scores.



47. The method of claim 33, wherein a subset of co-occurrence detectors with highest match

scores are selected.

48. The method of claim 31, further comprising:

storing activation states of connected cells at a time in a cell in a column of the

sequence processor responsive to the cell being activated; and

generating the sequence processor output to indicate the activation states of the cell or

the column.

49. The method of claim 48, further comprising activating at least one cell in the column

activated responsive to an element in the input signal corresponding to the column being

active.

50. The method of claim 48, wherein the cell stores activation states of a subset of other cells

connected to the at least one cell.

51. The method of claim 50, further comprising activating the cell responsive to (i) detecting

the activation states of other cells stored in one or more temporal memory segments of the

cell or (ii) activation of a column including the cell and selection of the cell in the column for

activation.

52. The method of claim 51, further comprising generating at the cell a sequence output sent

to another cell for activating the other cell responsive to activation of the cell by stored

activation states indicative of a latest time.

53 . The method of claim 1, further comprising activating the cell at the sequence processor

responsive to a threshold number of other cells connected to the cell becoming activate.

54. The method of claim 53, wherein the threshold number is dynamically adjusted.

55. The method of claim 53, further comprising activating the cell responsive to a threshold

number of cells within a window sliding across a plurality of temporal memory segments

being activate.

56. The method of claim 52, wherein more than one set of activation states of the other cells

at different times are stored in a single temporal memory segment of the cell.

57. The method of claim 51, further comprising:



monitoring frequency that the activation states of cells as stored in the one or more

temporal memory segments are detected; and

removing a temporal memory segment responsive to the frequency dropping below a

threshold.

58. The method of claim 31, wherein associating temporal sequences comprises associating

temporal sequences of different lengths.

59. The method of claim 31, further comprising performing online learning of the temporal

sequences.

60. A computer readable storage medium structured to store instructions executable by a

processor in a computing device, the instructions, when executed cause the processor to:

detect spatial patterns in an input signal, the spatial patterns in the input signal

changing over time;

generate a series of spatial pooler outputs in sparse distributed representation, each

spatial pooler output indicating the detected spatial patterns at a time;

associate temporal sequences of the detected spatial patterns by storing temporal

relationships between the series of spatial pooler outputs; and

generate a sequence processor output based on the stored temporal relationships

between the series of spatial pooler outputs.
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